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volume 13 puzzle-like precision and to co-write the "Forum". Located in the "three bordes" area of St. Louis (alsace, France), expansion of 5713 m² cultural facilities by the MANUELLE gautrand Architecture is organizing a series of functions and activities. Small sand, the area of which has a specific function should be noted that several large volumes.
Great Hall image area, in addition to be able to adapt to sporting events from badminton basketball, but also concerts of 2400 people (standing), or about 1,000 sitting in a huge stadium. Located on an area of about one thousand meters² small, Festival Hall. **like its larger part of it is used as a trans easily adaptable volume**. However, it is close to a full commercial kitchen and 600 people banquet hall dominant emphasis on the use of cooking and catering.

"Other forms of care for younger

‘Forum space-intensive, but equally important program. take great care in such a way to allow the fluid to flow between all regional organizations, with a high degree of flexibility for each exhibit characteristics. in addition, two experiments visual image of the envelope to the central part of the structure, as well as to help them achieve sustainable development BBC label."